
•••with fully printed US flags in your choice of three different
materials. Unlike flags with sewn stars that block the light these
dyed US flags feature radiant white stars illuminated by the bright
light of the sun.

Sun-Glo US flags are made of 100% SolarMax nylon for extra dura-
bility.

Item # Size Description Each

002470 8"x 12" Sun-Glo $8.70
002480 12"x 18" Sun-Glo 10.30
002500 16"x 24" Sun-Glo 13.20
002520 20"x 30" Sun-Glo 18.70
002550 2'x 3' Sun-Glo 21.10
002555 3'x 5' Sun-Glo 23.00
002556 4'x 6' Sun-Glo 41.20
002557 5'x 8' Sun-Glo 65.90

All of the US flags listed above are finished with lock-stitched hems,
heavy duck heading and strong brass grommets.
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RESIDENTIAL FLAGPOLES AND DYED U.S. FLAGS

Residential Do-It-Yourself
Flagpole Kits

The Patriot Flag Pole Kit has become 
the world's best selling residential flag pole.

The new PATRIOT Flag Pole Kit features a
20 ft. maintenance-free aluminum pole,
with a Nyl-Glo® ColorFast® US Flag and all
the materials necessary for a complete, and
removable, D-I-Y installation. This fully
equipped, reasonably priced package is
labeled for fast turnover and Self-Serve sales. 

The PATRIOT flag and flagpole set is 
the best selling, large-sized flagpole set 
in Annin’s line. New - 5 section pole on 
P-20 and P-20F.

No.
Item # Style Ht. Sec. Weight Each
742360 P-20F 20' 5 sect. 19 lbs. $193.00
742350 P-20* 20' 5 sect. 17 lbs. 168.20
742250 P-15* 15' 3 sect. 14 lbs. 136.60

*Flag not included
Packaged in plain white cartons

Wood Pole
Banner Set
This affordable US
banner set features 
a 21/4 x 4' printed
poly/cotton flag, 
5' one-piece wooden
pole with varnished
ball top, sturdy 2-way
nylon bracket with
mounting screws, a
non-furl clip to 
discourage tangling
and a flag etiquette
brochure. Comes
pre-assembled for
quick set-up.

031800R   $28.10

Compare... the US flag
shown in this photo has a
sewn star field. When the
sun is behind the flag the
stars block the sunlight
and appear dark.

With a dyed US flag
the stars appear bright
no matter what the
angle of the sun.

Let the Sun
Shine In.....

See page 61
for additional
r e s i den t i a l
poles


